7Epsilon for ISO 9001:2015

One day course for foundry industry

Date: Thursday April 9, 2015
Venue: Comfort Inn & Suites, Syracuse, NY
Organizations:
American Foundry Society – Central New York Chapter (AFS-CNY),
North American Die Casting Association (NADCA) and
Society of Mechanical Engineers (SME)

What’s in it for you?
- Learn how to use in-process data to make small adjustments to your process in order to achieve continual process improvement.
- Visualize everyday foundry scenarios for discovering new opportunities for in-process quality improvement projects.

Outline Program:
- Risk based thinking, Organizational Knowledge and Potential Foundry Applications
- 7Steps (ERADICATE) of 7Epsilon that refine Six Sigma’s Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control steps
- Hands on exercises, interactions, group discussions
- Bring your own data (optional)
- Demonstrate how 7Epsilon projects satisfy various requirements of ISO 9001:2015 quality standard
- Visit www.7Epsilon.org for detailed course leaflet.

Who should attend?
Plant Managers, Quality Managers, Process Engineers, Metallurgists, Supervisors and Operators.

Participants need to bring their own laptop to perform a study.

To register, please use the registration form overleaf.
REGISTRATION FORM

Please reserve _____________ place(s) on the 7Epsilon one day course, Thursday April 9, 2015.

Name of Company: ____________________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________________

Postcode: ________________________ Tel: ________________________________

Email address: ________________________________

Name of delegate(s) ________________________________

AFS-CNY / NADCA / SME member* yes no

AFS-CNY / NADCA / SME member* yes no

AFS-CNY / NADCA / SME member* yes no

*circle as applicable

Delegate Email Addresses:

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Price: $100 (Members of AFS-CNY / NADCA / SME)

$150 (non-member)

• Pay by Cash or Checks payable to: AFS-CNY

• Price includes all refreshments.

• Debit/Credit Cards not accepted.

Venue: Comfort Inn & Suites

Address: 6701 Buckley Road, Syracuse, NY 13212

Ph No: (315) 4574000

Fax No: (315) 4537877

Please send to:-
Kevin Walker, AFS-CNY Chapter
P O Box 3087
Syracuse,
New York NY 13220

Work Tel: (315) 477- 5151
Mobile: (315) 2634108
Email: KevinWalker2@Eaton.com
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